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Overkill
 

Imagine, if you will:

Eden: a planet so unlike the imagery evoked by its name as to be the
embodiment of sarcasm itself.

 
Torn apart by a violent, bloody civil war that had already lasted decades, the
people who lived, fought and died there were – almost to a man – jaded,
cynical and bitter, and if nothing else, survivors. Eden was a lost colony
once founded on a habitable planet many light years away from Earth. It
was green and lush and full of promise – which is why it attracted so many
people keen to make a fresh start. Unfortunately, that dream had struck rock
bottom early on.
 
Within five years, without adequate social management, petty differences
between diverse groups of colonists led to civil and social disputes that
quickly spiraled out of control and escalated to violence. That violence
quickly led to the young colony splitting into two distinct armed camps, and
losing contact with the Terran Empire – which is what led to them
becoming a lost colony in the first place. These armed camps quickly
solidified into actual states – the Democratic Edonian Republic, and the
Edonian Marxist People’s Republic. These had been at each other’s throats
for nigh on twenty-five years – and as many years had passed since the last
communications had been received from Earth. Meanwhile, the soldiers of
the Edonian Civil War fought and killed each other with whatever they
could muster under the circumstances.
 
At the onset of the war, the colony’s only space ship – the one that had been
responsible for delivering the colonists and the necessary materials and
equipment to establish a colony on Eden – held orbit around the planet, kept
out of the reach of both sides – or so the captain thought.
 
Both sides coveted the Exeter – and not just for the weapons and shuttles
and machinery she carried, but for the technical knowledge stored in her



computers required to manufacture more – and that’s exactly why Captain
Sanders decided to keep the ship neutral. Later, historians would record that
she hoped the war would be brought to an end quickly without the Exeter’s
involvement on either side. Receiving requests – and demands – from both
sides to deliver the ship and its treasures to the surface, Captain Sanders
held firm and insisted that hostilities cease immediately and representatives
be sent to the Exeter to negotiate a peace. At first, both sides scoffed at
Sanders’ demand, but eventually the allure of the Exeter’s treasures became
too great to resist.
 
Exeter’s last two shuttles – one from each side – returned and landed on the
ship under the pretext of diplomatic negotiations which were to be held
onboard the Exeter, with Captain Sanders and her senior officers acting as
mediator. Unfortunately for the Exeter, it was all a ruse. Both sides used the
talks as a cover to mount attacks on the ship, using commando tactics once
aboard.
 
What really happened next remains a mystery, but what became known
later is that in the fighting, the Exeter was badly damaged, leading to its
destruction in orbit, along with both shuttles and all on board. In the end,
neither side gained the secrets to make advanced weaponry to feed the war-
machine, while everyone lost the ability to leave Eden or to communicate
with Earth. Unfortunately, this blow didn’t dampen the desire of either side
to destroy the other. Instead, both sides blamed the other, swore a bloody
vengeance, knuckled down and made do with what they had available. A
local weapons industry sprang up almost overnight, manufacturing the sort
of weapons used by their remote ancestors, so that from memory and by
trial and error, Humans in deep space began to pound each other into the
mud over petty ideological differences or for that most sincere of all Human
motives – hatred and its cousin, vengeance.
 
At first, improvised tanks mass-produced from converted agricultural
tractor designs rolled towards each other across open fields and farmlands,
with the first soldiers of the Democratic Edonian Militia and the Edonian
People’s Army shooting at each other from trenches with single-shot
hunting rifles and shot-guns. In the cities, archaic factories mass-produced
what technologies were most needed and what was possible without support



from Earth – but within a really impressive six months, the two armies were
already shooting lead bullets at each other from guns manufactured in
Edonian factories. Within two years, machine guns rattled overhead the
trenches. By year four, all-terrain transport vehicles made the military much
more mobile, causing the front to expand dramatically at both ends as each
tried to out-flank the other. By year eight, the first fighter aircraft appeared
– within months of the first string-and-strut spotter planes taking to the air
to spy on the enemy.
 
Fifteen years after the initial landing, when what was supposed to have been
a thriving Terran colony on the planet Eden, life had become instead
centered around a perpetual stalemate – a line of opposing trenches dug into
the damp earth nearly two hundred kilometers long!
 
The sky was a pall of grey from horizon to horizon and there was the sound
of distant thunder. This wasn’t a fireworks display, and it wasn’t a storm…
well, any natural storm. It was a storm of steel and fire, and flesh and
blood.
 
The guns had been firing all night again – big ones, little ones, sometimes
with pauses between them, sometimes a deafening chaotic crescendo,
replete with distant flashes of destruction and faint crackles of death on the
horizon. Everywhere smoke rose into the sky, obscuring what might been
an otherwise clear sunny day, and the thunder that shook the ground came
from the big guns on both sides, righteous giants that pounded the deserving
enemy and all their monstrous children into the mud!
 
Adamsville – former capital city of this lost Terran colony, Eden, was a city
on the edge of oblivion – a pock-marked, shell-cratered shambles that had
been steadily obliterated by months of high explosive shelling. In the right
kind of light, say just before dawn or just after sunset – or under these storm
clouds for instance – it had begun to look like something between a lunar
landscape, or Berlin in April 1945. For many people, forgetting that
Adamsville had been there since before the war, it had seemed to be a
stupid place to put a city. Many people were still going to die. A great many
– and a lot of them would’ve argued that it was a stupid place to put a front. 
 



Mykl d’Angelo, a stout young lad of sixteen years stood behind the cover of
the ruined bullet and shrapnel-shredded garden wall that surrounded what
remained of his parent’s luxury home. If four complete walls and a roof that
didn’t leak could be called a luxury, then it had been luxurious… until fairly
recently. The other luxury which many children took for granted was also
noteworthy by its absence – parents. Both Mum and Dad were dead now,
killed in the incessant violence of the past few years as it rolled over their
city, their neighborhood, and their home like giant waves of terror, sorrow
and despair.
 
An aunt who’d moved in to live with them to care for Mykl and his twin
sister Maxine had only recently died as well, and now it was just the two of
them – living in the roofless, half burned-out ruin that had been their home.
 
All of their young lives, Mykl and Maxine d’Angelo had known the
shrieking of shells, the flashing on the horizon that adults had originally
told them was the gods arguing in the distance, and later on, that it was bad
men being stopped by good men… and the harsh note of gunfire. All of
their youthful innocence had been lived in fear of the rumble of the distant
thunder as it grew steadily closer. The sight of convoys of military vehicles,
trucks, troops and armor passing their home on the way to the front had
become …ordinary. In the springtime, civilians often handed flowers
plucked from their gardens to the passing soldiers, offering them prayers for
victory, safety and deliverance from the horrors the specter of defeat
presented.
 
But that was not happening today. No – there were no flowers anymore. It
was autumn, and the gray clouds shrouding the morning sky heralded the
fast-approaching Edonian winter. The hundreds of figures streaming past
their home now weren’t soldiers, nor were they even moving in the same
direction. He watched the lines of stragglers, men and women, young and
old, as they slowly moved past in a steady stream – wordlessly, grimly
looking ahead or at the ground. Some carried their meager possessions with
them, looking every bit as interesting as the black-and-white newsreel
images from all the documentaries on the interesting wars in Earth history
he remembered seeing while at school as a much younger, more innocent
boy. Their faces all looked like those same people, the hollow, tragic looks



of hopelessness and despair in their eyes was the same. He averted his
young eyes from them, saddened by the tragedy of it all, angered by the
powerlessness of his life and circumstances – a burden and a tragedy that
should have been beyond his ken.
 
The stream of wounded being carried from the front on battered vehicles – a
recent feature which had intensified right up to this point – indicated that
things were not going too well. The Reds were making gains – getting
closer. An occasional com-jeep would race past, loaded with injured
soldiers, some of whom lay stacked atop each other and whose only
movements seemed to be caused by unevenness in the road surface. The
drivers would callously honk their horns at the refugees, and shout at them
to get out of the way – there were plenty more where those came from,
apparently, waiting for the vehicle’s return!
 
Panic had suddenly replaced the seemingly endless numb inaction and
drudgery that had occupied the daily life of the people for what seemed so
long. The bitter six months siege of Adamsville was nearly at an end – but
not the end they had hoped for, nor the one promised in the many fiery
speeches made by their leaders… The defenders were reeling, the defenses
faltering. A lot of refugees were trying to flee the besieged rubble that used
to be Adamsville, before it became their last resting place. The former
capital city of the planet had been surrounded by the Red forces just the day
before. The Reds had finally succeeded in out-maneuvering the failing
Demo army at Adamsville, and cut it off from its support and supply lines!
The refugees would probably reach the Western outskirts of the city by
nightfall, only to be slaughtered en masse by the advancing Reds – who
didn’t care a damn about human rights or compassion or lofty ideals
embodied by conventions of war. If they won, by whatever means, they
were the ruling power on Eden – and who would judge them for atrocities?
 
Mykl looked through the cracked lenses of his father’s old field glasses, and
with one arm held the auto-rifle slung around his neck and shoulder. He
wasn’t a soldier, he was just a kid surviving a nightmare, looking out for
himself and his sister. He’d never wanted to be involved in the war, but like
others – like the people walking past him in small clusters and long, endless
lines, he had little choice in the matter! The boy felt the familiar pang of



hunger gnawing at him. They’d last eaten anything remotely resembling a
meal the day before. Food was becoming scarcer than usual, and expensive
too! They had very little left in the ruin to barter with.
 
Suddenly, through the glasses, Mykl recognized the sinister striped
camouflage of Red tanks advancing up the hill in his direction! The Reds
were there already! Mounds of rubble and blackened walls marked the
locations of other former homes along the route. The lead tanks began firing
their guns, probably to maximize panic in the fleeing populace. Shells
began screeching close by – closer than before! An ear-splitting roar
signaled the demolition of another house further down the road! The ground
trembled beneath him, and instinctively he ducked as shrapnel smacked the
outside of the low wall and decimated the unkempt shrubbery behind him!
He dared to look over the wall again. The tanks were moving closer all the
time, at not much faster than a walking pace – and the sudden distant
screams and the staccato clatter of machine guns told him they were firing
at the fleeing civilians!
 
Mykl turned and ran for the house – the Reds wouldn’t pass up the chance
to flatten whatever structures they could see still standing! Maxine was his
sister – his twin. She was his whole family at that point, the only person in
the whole world that mattered to him – and she was inside the ruin, most
likely inside the crude shelter they’d built in what had been the living room.
 
“Max!” He called urgently, racing inside, turning corners and skidding to a
stop in the living room doorway.
 
The scene was surreal. She was folding washing on the ruined kitchen
counter under a roofless sky of gray clouds! The pretty young brunette, her
hair tied up in a pony with a pretty pink ribbon, looked up at him, wide-
eyed – recognizing the fear in his voice! They were always afraid now – if
it wasn’t bombs or bullets, it was the scavengers stealing whatever they
could to sell on the black-market, or the various outbreaks of disease and
plague that had decimated the population in recent months.
 
“They’re here!” He panted, wide-eyed. “The Reds! They’re here!”
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